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SUMMARY

• This paper analyzes some thoughts regarding Epimenides' life and
works in the light of the literazy fragments and testimonies which have
been preserved. The Cretan priest, healer, pudfier and prophet was attri-
buted by the ancients qualities of a superhuman being. This is probably
because of his very early and unusually long life and due to the andent
belief that his homeland, Crete, was a sacred place. Epimenides is known
through his epic poetry, mythological works and local histories of Crete.
He was also viewed by later sources as the author of the controversial
saying «Cretans are ever liars». Here, an examination of various intdpre-
tations of this verse is presented.

Epimenides is the best known of all the ancient local historians of
Crete. The large number of his fragments, preserved by later writers,
demonstrate his popularity as an author of Cretan affairs. But another,

This anide is based upon my dissertation The Historians of Ancient Crete: A Study
in Regional Historiography (Ph. D. dissertation,University of California, 1988). It is dedi-
cated to my parents with gratitude.
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perhaps stronger, factor could also explain Epimenides' reputation: his
miraculous life and careen

One might wonder why more fragments of Epimenides' writings
remain in existence than of others' who wrote about the history of
ancient Cretei. Time is often cruel to the literary or archaeological docu-
ments of the past, and this is true in the case of Epimenides and other
historians. It is reasonable, however, to argue that the existence of more
fragmenta and testimonia about Epimenides and his work is closely rela-
ted to his extraordinary life as a seer, religious teacher, purifier, and lite-
rary figure.

Epimenides is presented in ancient sources as a man with qualities
that usually accompany mythical or even divine figures. He was reputed
ro have lived an unusually long life, and to have slept for many years,
during which time he acquired cathartic and other miraculous powers.
There has always been a tendency to mythologize or idealize individuals
to a higher level than the human sphere, if they lived in a remote age and
if their career seemed to be one that indicated a superhuman nature.

This attitude of ancient authors towards Epimenides is related to the
prevailing view about Crete —the homeland of this religious man 2— as the
place where cathartic rites originated 3. Furthermore, the island was regarded
by Cretans and Greeks in general as the birthplace of the Greek pagan
pantheon, and especially of Zeus, the father of gods and men 4 . The
sacredness of Crete, thus, was naturally extended to certain charismatic
figures like Epimenides, who was said to be able to perform religious rites
in order to purify5 or expiate a polluted area or even to pro-phesy future
events6. To the ancients, Epimenides played an active role in such reli-
gious trends. He was an important link between the sacred island —where

1 The historians of Ancient Crete are: Dosiadas, Echemenes, Sosikrates, Xenion,
Laosthenidas, Antenor, Petellidas, Deinarchos, Pyrgion. They al! wrote Kpi7mcd, that is,
local histories of Crete. The preserved fragments of these histories are analyzed in my
dissertation. For a collection of the historians' fragments, see F. Jacoby's monumental
work Die Fragmente der Griechischen Historiker (Berlin, 1923).

2	 Diog. Laert. 1.109.
3 Diod. 5.77.3.
4	 Diod. 5.74.4; 5.72.4; 5.72.5.
5	 Diog. L. 1.110; Arist. ' Aeriv. HoÁ. 1.2.1.
6	 Diog. L. 1.114.
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a dream was believed to have transformed him into a seer 7--and Greece
proper When the latter, acknowledging his capacities, sought assistance
from him to resolve problems of many kinds8.

Diogenes Laertius, the major authority on Epimenides' life, describes
the Athenian request of the Cretan priest to cleanse the city from the
KvA(iwecov á'yos 9 . The murder of Cylon's followers by the Alcmaeonids
was interpreted by the ancients as the cause of the plaguei o. In his Lifé of
Solonll Plutarch stresses the need for the purification of Athens according
to the advice of seers. Epimenides was called for, because he rather than
Periander was considered by some the seventh Wise Man u . His reputa-
tion among the people as a man 61-o�ul1)s- ¿cal cro�as- TrEpi rá Oda Tipi
éveovaLaa-rucr)v /cal TEAECTTLIC7)1/ o-Nbíav justifies the Athenian preference
of him over other purifiers 13 . Neither Herodotus 14 nor Thucydides 15 men-
tions Epimenides' name or his visit to Athens. According to Jacoby16,
perhaps it was the intention of the two historians to conceal the expia-
tory action, since both of them defended the Alcmaeonid party, that of
the murderers.

Although it is a fact that Epimenides carne to Athens in order to
purify it from the lahloíveLop ayos-17, there are conflicting views with res-

7 FGrHIII B 457 T4f Ders. ebd. p. 439. S. Marinatos offers an enlightening theory
about the Cretan caves functioning as religious academies. He explains Epimenides'sleep
by arguing that Epimenides actually spent bis life in a Cretan cave learning from a priest
«Tá ÉKEZ 0E0/10y00161)a», the theological doctrines of Cretan religion, which were
taug,ht there: «The Cult of the Cretan Caves» in Review ofReligion 5(1940-41) 123-136.

8 FGrH III B 457 T4e: Schol Clem. 1.1. p. 305, 3 Stahlin: °tiros. Kpz)s- paz/ rjv
7-6 yévos., tepe-zis- Atas. ¿cal 'Péas., KaBalpetv én-ayre-Ilópevoç navi-óÇ
obrwoo-obv fi:ion-ruca, elre rrepi. cit3ia el-re Trepl zbvxrív, reAerdis- TLOY ¿cal
TÓ arnov	 zjv	 Kprjs- T 'O yévet ¿cal croOdrraros-.

9	 Diog. L. 1.110; Plut. Sol. 12.9.
10 Diog. L. 1.110.
11 Plut. Sol. 12.6.
12 Plut. Sol. 12.7.
13 Ibid.
14 5.71.
15 I. 126, III-XII.
16 Atthis, p. 186.
17 FGrH III B 457 T4e: Schol Clem. 11.p. 305,3 Stahlin:-- oLn-os-..1-Ka,R77pe 7-ás'

'AOzívas..
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pect to the exact year of his arrival to the city of Athens o or even to the
reason for his trip o . According to Plato, Epimenides carne to Athens ten
years before the Persian Wars, in 500 B.C. 20 Aristotle, on the other hand,
places Epimenides' purification a generation later than Cylon's coup, and
this indirect reference seems to be true21.

One can understand why there are controversies around Epimenides'
life and careen There is the question concerning the exact period of his life
because of the early times22 in which he lived. A sound factor for the diver-
sity of views on Epimenides' time might relate to his long lifespan. Dioge-
nes Laertius writes that, according to Phlegon, the Cretan seer lived 157
years 23 . For the Cretans his lifespan was 199 years, whereas Xenophanes of
Colophon mentions 154 24 . Of course, the great number of years which
Epimenides is said to have lived indicates that he was a rare individual. It
is said that Epimenides' fifty-seven-year sleep in a cave transformed him
into a figure with prophetic and cathartic powers 25. Pausanias 26 speaks of
Epimenides' sleep occurring in his fortieth year. But even if there is no

18 Diog. L. 1,110; Suidas s.v. 'Empevl8775.; Arist.	 MI 4.1.
19 Diog. L. 1.110; Plut. Sol. 12; Arist. 'AOry.	 1; cf. Pl. Leg. 1.642 D.
20 Ibid.
21 'A0771/. Hal. 1: ~ptavos-, Ka0'	 61160tIVTES' ápiarb/8771./. KaTaymoo-

611,TOS" 8i TOO tlyous., aldrol má/ éK TM, 7-dOun/ É19/171077C7a1/, Tó 81 yévos-
abra/ MuyEv daq5uyía p. 'Iln-dpfví877s- ó Kpiç ¿ni Tp0rots- ¿Kálipe 7-7)1/
rrókv. P. J. RHODES (A Commentaly on the Aristotelian AthenaiUn Politeia (1981) p. 84)
explains that «Cylon's coup must be placed in one of the Olympic years between his vic-
tow in 640/39 and Draco's legislation in 621/0», thus the purification, which for Asisto-
tic took place a generation later, occurred probably c. 600 B.C. This date is plausible
especially when considering Rhodes' rernark that Epimenides seemed to be «connected
with Delphi before the Sacred War» (p. 83). The date of the war in early sixth century
makes Aristotle's date for the cleansing from the agos more acceptable than Plato's. Plu-
tarch follows the Aristotelian tradition, as he probably used the Athenian Constitution:
Sol. 12. See also Rhodes, pp. 55-56, 118.

22 Suidas s.v. 'Empeví8775.... p8 davurr.(604/1) yripatós . dív; Diog. L. 1.110:
6.1uarreá8t. reaaapaKoo-nj &Tu, (596/3); Arist.A077vaícov 	 4.1: pera 8¿- Ta0-
Ta xpóvou TLI/ór	 Apeuco.n/ TOis' 61-0710b5" J077KEV. Pl.
Leg. I. 642 D.

23 Diog. L. 1.111.
24 'bid.
25 Diog. L. 1.109. Expressing scepticism about Epimenides' long sleep is a natural

reaction. However, Marinatos' argument that the alleged sleep probably corresponds to
Epimenides' theological education in a cave constitutes a reasonable interpretation of the
testimony: Marinatos, «Cult of Cretan Caves», RR 5 (1940-41) 123-136.

26	 1.14.4.
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agreement about the date of his sleep his miraculous capacities made him
Oeo�tyléo-Tarov among the Greeks 27. His reputation as a religious person
who was divinely inspired by a dream 28 was spread to Greece to such a
degree that Epimenides was held in high esteem along with other extraor-
dinary men like Empedocles of Acragas and Abaris the Hyperborean29.

In relation to Epimenides' sleep, moreover, Huxley offers an interes-
ting interpretation of the fragment in which the Cretan seer considers
himself a descendant of the Moon 30. Epimenides who slept in a cave for
many years31 may have viewed himself as another Endymion 32, who was
put to eternal sleep by Zeus because he had fallen in love with Hera33.

According to some, Epimenides did not sleep; he is viewed as áuxo-
loblievos n-epi A1Coroplav34 . This might be in accordance with his role
as a healer, especially if it is taken into account that plant roots were used
as medication by Asclepius35.

Edelstein's collection of the testimonies of Asclepius constitutes a
valuable source for an appreciation of the art of divination and healing in
antiquity36 . The work offers sufficient evidence to account indirectly for
the knowledge of medicinal plants among wise men like Epimenides.
This evidence is strong in suggesting a long ancient healing tradition in
the Greek world, based upon the usage of herbs.

27 Diog. L. 1.110
28 Max. Tyr. Diss. 10 p. 110 Hobein:... ¿v ducralou álós- Tu-) dv7pcp

buyo 13a061 é(7-77 avxvá, ó'vap 1-07 évTvxdv aóTáç &as- Kat Oailv Aóyots-
Kai 'A/10dg Kat díKri. Ibid.: Ders. ebd. 38 p. 439:...KprIs- áv7jp 6uoua 'Empe-
vt877s., ob5é- obros- jo-xcv El7TEZU abnp 818ácricailov, d/1,1 ' rjv p¿v Setvós-
rá Setvós- & v TaDra ob paOtiv, cbU' Inrvov min.? Striydro paKpóv
Kat ó'vetpov StaáaKaÁov.

29 Iamblichus, Vit. Pyth. 135.
30 G.L. HUXLEY, Greek Epic Poetr y fi-om Eumelos ro Panya.ssis (Cambridge, 1969), p. 83.
31 Paus. 1.14.4; Diog. L. 1.109.
32 HUXLEY, GEP, ibid.
33 FGrHIII B 457 F10.
34 Diog. L. 1.112.
35 Diod. Sic. 5.74.6: 'Arróllumos. .51¿- 'cut KopwvíSos. 'Ame/17)7716v yevriOévra

Kat nraki vapá roí) n-arpós- 7-cD, EIÇ larptKO paOóvra, n-pocrf&updv... Kat
fit(ja,

36 EJ. EDELSTEIN AND L. EDELSTEIN, Asclepius: A Collection and Intelpretation of the
Testimonies, 1 & II ( Baltimore,1945).
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Epimenides was a ttávns. and a healer, and, to the ancients, these two
vocations were closely connected37 . We should emphasize Epimenides'
knowledge of herbs and their medicinal value. A testimony from Ps.
Galenus informs us that upó 8 'Ao-Kkin-LoD Téxim pév iaTpuej obnya
7 v avOptin-oLs., épn-apíav 8É Tiva oí. Trailatoi fixov Oap,uálatni tau
Myrava3v, ora n-ap' "EÁÁT,cTL Xeípwv 6 Kévraupos . r'pria-TaTo ¿cal
ÚTró TOÚTOU n-caSeveévres- fiptaés-, 5CTa TE EIS" 'ApLaTaZov Kal Me.141-
n-o8a ¿cal TloylóELSov áva0épETaL 38. Epimenides' reputation as a seer and
sage and his long life enable us to appreciate his expertise in plants and
herbs, and their healing qualities.

On the other hand, Epimenides' usage of herbs in medicine is parallel
to that by Asclepius 39 . Moreover, there is evidence in Pliny on the author-
ship of a book on plants by Pythagoras40. Can this testimony not be lin-
ked with the encounter of Epimenides and Pythagoras upon the latter's
visit to Crete and his initiation into Zeus Cretagenes cult in the Idaean
cave? 41 It is very probable that Pythagoras gained much of his knowledge
about herbs and plants from Epimenides' expertise.

The unique personality of Epimenides in the religious sector was rea-
dily recognized by the ancients 42. Diogenes Laertius describes a tradition
according to which the Cretans offered sacrifices to Epimenides as a god,

37 EJ. EDELSTEIN & L. EDELSTEIN Asclepius: Testimonies, I: T366: Philostratus, Vita
Apollonii,111, 44: ...Kai rá TEiv ioPólltov 8¿ á'x-77 Kai TÓ TOZS" 10MOLS" abroTs-
¿s- n-o/Uá npv voo-wiárwv xpíjuOat Tís. ckbatiorlo-erat pavntalv; ...See also
Edelstein's Asclepius: Interpretation ofthe Testimonies, II, p. 104.

38 EDELSTEIN, I, T356: Ps. Galenus, Introductio, Cp. 1 [XIV, p. 674K.l.
39 EDELSTEIN, Asclepius: T91: Eutecnius, Metaphrasis Theriacorum Nicandri, 685-

88: "AOpet Si) Kai Tabrov njv Porávnv,	 ¿o-rtv ctipenls.	6'vopa
jrnAéyerat ró Tabnis. n-ávaKes. ...There is a large number of testimonies on the

ancient tradition of the medicinal value of herbs and plants. An illustration of this tradi-
tion appears in T197: Eustathius, Comm. ad Hom. 830:...11oSakíptos; °ti po
vov,... 6 áveripón-ous. Stá Ti) ebruxés-, ,11.1á ¿cal Tá Marra nepto&-ázni.kr
TpÓÇ yáp 75V )51(or6poç rá 1ToUá, úiç eiKós.. In another testimony Podaleirius is
Asclepius' son: T159: Schol. in Lycoph. ad Alex. 1047. According ro the evidence, all des-
cendants of Asclepius utilized herbs for healing; e.g. T171: Eustathius, Comm. ad Hom.
11. XI, 517: "Ort 81 ¿cal nurpc)'a ré'xvrl	 Maxáovt ró larpebetv... ein-ctiv
atirdv 'Aux-kin-Lob ?ay....

48 Plin. NH XXV. 2(5). 13: «Pythagoras clarus sapienta primus volumen de effectu
earum composuit, Apollini, Aesculapio...».

41 Porph. Vit. Pyth. 17.
42 Plut. Sol. 12.12: páÁtora OavpauBeís; ¿cal xp4para... Kal nmás.
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since, according to their beliefs, he could predict the future43 . Even Epi-
menides himself reinforced this charisma by first calling himself Aeacus44
«as though he were with Rhadamanthys a keeper of the House of
Hades» 45. In addition, Epimenides was believed to subsist on special food
which the Nymphs had given to him46. He seemed to be associated with
a cult of Zeus, according to Theopompus, who talked about the Cretan
priest as being divinely exhorted to build a shrine to Zeus 42. His relation
to Zeus Cretagenes, perhaps as an attendant or priest of the god, could
be inferred by his epithet of new Kouros (Koures) 48 . This symbolic appel-
lation of Epimenides was only used by the ancients to define his role: a
new defender and follower of Zeus49.

Since Epimenides was regarded divine by his fellow-countrymen and
other Greeks, it would not have been extraordinary for them to believe
that his skin was found to be tatooed with letters after his death 50. Dio-
genes mentions that Tó 'En-titevíSE-tou Sépíta was kept by the Lacedaemo-
nians 51 . D.M. Leahy offers an interesting interpretation of the Epimeni-
dean skin 52; he relates the slcin to a parchment with Epimenides' oracles
on it. Because Cleomenes, the Spartan king, was believed to own such a
document, and because, according to a story, he had flayed the founder
of Anthana53 and inscribed oracles on his skin, the rwo stories were com-

43 Diog. L. 1.114: Aérovat Sé mies. Srt KpftrEs. abr43 (»Dual títs.
Out yáp Kat npoyvtao-raccárarov yeyovévat.

44 Diog. L. 1.115.
45 G. HUXLEY, GEP, p. 83.
46 Diog. L. 1.114.
47 Diog. L. 1.115: 1171 IslamOtriv á.1,1á dtós..
48 Diog. L. 1.115: Muptavtavós. 8 ¿y 'Opolots- 077o-tv Srt Koz5pl7ra véov

atúróv étcá/lovv Kp1jr6-s-. Plut. Sol. 12.7: Koúpzira ol rór' dveptan-ot
npoonyópe-vov.

" See Harrison's discussion of the Kouretes and Epimenides in her Epilegomena to
the Study of Greek Religion (New York, 1962). Cf. K. FREEMAN, Presocratic Philosophers; A
Conzpanion to Diels (Oxford, 1949), p. 28, where she associates Epimenides with the
Dionysiac cult.

50 Suidas s.v.
51 Prov. 8.28; Diog. L. 1.115: Kal ró utiVia abra Othlárrouut datcESatpó-

vtot	 harrdis..
52 «The Spartan Defeat at Orchomenus» Phoenix 12, no. 4 (1958), pp. 141-165.
53 Steph. Byz. s.v. 'AvOáva, rróAts- Awaavtic75... Kétoknrat 	 dzs- .1,0loo-réOcr

vos-, n-apá "AvOriv róv ITocretSt5vos., 6v lacomévzis- 6 ActavíSov d56-/lO6s-
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bined in a confusing manner so that the skin bearing the oracles was
thought to be originally human and, thus, belonging to Epimenides.

Epitnenides' career as a religious man is vividly reflected in his literary
works. Diogenes Laertius is again the single informant about the Cretan
man's books: the epic Origin of the Kouretes and Korybantes and Theogony
in 5.000 unes; the poem The Building ofArgo and Jason's Voyage to Colchoi
in 6.500 unes; the prose Sacrifices and the Cretan Constitution; the epic
Minos and Rhadamanthys in 4.000 unes. Most of the fragments that have
survived come from the Theogony and the Krnika, but both works only
provide mythological information on the Greeksods, who the ancients
believed to have originated in Crete54.

A careful examination of Epimenides' Theogony and the homonymous
poem by Hesiod reveals severa! similarities. According to Epimenides, all
things are composed from Air and Night 55 . Kirk and Rayen have obser-
ved that «with the exception of Ailp in Epimenides, the cosmic figures
involved are all to be found in the Hesiodic cosmogony proper; and even
A4p implying mist and darkness rather than the transparent stuff we call
«Air» is an element of the Hesiodic description although it does not
achieve personification»5 6 . In a fragment of Epimenides' Theogony
Damascius stated that Me' and 'A'p beget Tartarus 57 . Kirk and Rayen
interpret the statement as an instance of a trend in the late seventh or
sixth century B.C., in which composers of Theogonies «were working
strictly within the limits of the Hesiodic formulation—at least down to
the production of the egg» 58 . Thus, they conclude in their discussion
about the egg in early Greek Theogonies that «while the Hesiodic ele-
ments are clear enough the egg is non-Hesiodic» 59 . To them the egg
appeared in later Theogoni es than the so-called Orphic ones, which did
not include the egg as a cosmogonic element60.

dveAcjv Kai ¿K8e-ípas- ypaViev ¿y 7-47	 pitan Totis.	(.586
nyekreat....

54 FGrH III B 457 pp. 390-394.
55 FGrH111 B 457 F4b.
56 G.S. KIRK & J.E. RAVEN, Presocratic Philosophers (Cambridge, 1957), p. 19.
57 FGrHIII B 457 F4a.
58 KIRK, p. 19.
59 Ibid., p. 28.
60 Ibid., pp. 26-29. Neyertheless, the myth of the Primal Egg as the original subs-

tance of all genesis is part of the Orphic cosmology. The Primal Egg seems to be of Eas-
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In her book -on the Presocratic K. Freeman offers a suggestion that
Epimenides probably originally thought of the Dioscuri as a male and a
female61 . For, to Laurentius Lydus 62 , the followers of Epimenides held the
same view; that is, those two principies were Time, represented by the
Monad, and Nature represented by the Dyad; subsequently the Monad
and the Dyad created the life-giving numbers. This explanation is in
agreement with Neo-Pythagoreanism or Neo-Platonism, according to
Freeman. Perhaps the similarities between the Epimenidean Theogony
and the homonymous Hesiodic poem prompted two of Epimenides'
«biographers» 63 to add to his life details strikingly reminiscent of
Hesiod's: tending sheep at the foot of Mt. Helicon64, and being taught by
a deity: Hesiod was taught by the Muses to sing of the gods; Epimenides
was taught the secrets of catharsis by Di/e? and Ate-theia as he slept in a
cave on the Dictaean Mountain. Are these similarities emphasized in
order to raise Epimenides' reputation as a poet to the status of Hesiod?
Such an assumption is not unreasonable.

The my thcicgical information which Epimenides employed in order
to write his Theogony was extended to a History of Crete 65. Three frag-
ments of the later work have survived, but only one of them seems to be
clearly historical 66 . For Jacoby KpnTucá is under the mythopoeic influence
of the «theologian» Epimenides and his Theogony 62 . Perhaps a prose
work under his name made its appearance in the fourth century B.C.
The book contains information about Cretan customs and laws, and it
seems to be the literary piece which Diodorus Siculus had in mind when
he placed Epimenides among the other historians of the island 68 . And
this Kreika may have been consulted by Aristotle69 , who without men-

tern origin, since the Phoenicians and other ancient Near Eastern peoples shared similar
cosmogonic myths. See J. LINDSAY, Origins of Astrology (1971), p. 116.

61 Presocratic Philosophers, p. 31.
62 FGrH111 B 457 F15.
63 FGrHIII B 457 Ti: Diog. L., and T4f: Maxim. Tyr.
64 M.L. WEST, Hesiod: Theogony (Oxford, 1966), p. 57.
65 According to D.L. the Cretan Epimenides did not compose a history of Rhodes

ye-yov¿vat Se Kal 'En-timvíSat ci/Uot dúo, 5 re yevewlóyos-, Kai rpíros- 6
AcopíSt yeypalSás- ITepi ` PáSov: 1.115.

66 FGrHI11 B 457 F20.
67 FGrHb, Kommentar, p. 308-309.
68 Ibid.
69 FGrH III B 457 F20.
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tioning the title to Epimenides' work cites Epimenides' name. In his Poli-
tics, then70, the philosopher talla about the household which, naturally
formed for close cooperation towards meeting their needs, consists of the
«stable-companions», using the Epimenidean term for the members of
such an association7i.

The two remaining fragments from Krtika attempt to explain how
the constellations of the Crown and of the Azgokerbs originated72 . Epime-
nides' association of the constellations with Cretan figures, Azgipas on
one had, and Ariadne on the other, must reflect the existing tradition
—perhaps oral?— on the island of pondering questions about the kosmos.
Epimenides must have been interested in this local tradition since he
made efforts to preserve it. And it is reasonable to expect at the time of
Epimenides a literary tradition that is composed of mythological ele-
ments; for in the seventh or sixth century B.C., before the Ionian philo-
sophers introduced rational thinking to their inquiry into natural pheno-
mena, answers to questions concerning the universe were sought in
myths exclusively.

Even if the surviving fragments of Epimenides on Crete are clearly
mythological, his impact on the continuation of the local tradition was
significant. In Laurentius Lydus' fragment 73 the phrase «01 n-epi Tóv

'En-111E1/16w» does allude to a number of followers of the Cretan seer but
without, unfortunately, identifying them.

Furthermore, Apollonius Rhodius' Argonautica seems to have affini-
ties with Epimenides' homonymous book74 . «The earliest complete work
on the Argonautic expedition of which we hear is a sixth-century poem
ascribed to Epimenides of Crete... 75». Apollonius, whose floruit was in the
third century B.C., might have consulted Epimenides' book besides
using Eumelus' account as his major source 76 . However, «we can tell from

70 1.1.6 p.1252612.
71 'bid.
72 FGrHIII B 457 F19 and F18.
73 FGrHIII B 457 F 15.
74 DI. 1.112: [En-g./Mar1s-] élroínae... 'ApyoDs- vournlytav TE leal 'Ido-ovos-

els- IgAxous- án-ó7r/louv 1-m7 é-ekucto-Alta nwratcóma.
75 P. E. EASTERLING & B.M.W. KNOX (eds.), The Cambridge Histmy of Classical

Literature, I (Cambridge, 1985), p. 587.
76 Ibid, p. 108.
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the fragmen' ts of Eumelus, from what little is recorded about the work of
the Cretan Epimenides, and from the allusive manner of Apollonius' epic
that the Argonautic story continued to be a favourite subject for
poetry»22.

Yet, Epimenides' Argonautica is significant in that it constitutes the
earliest atterhpt at the composition of this poem. This work by Epimeni-
des may reflect Jason's landing on Crete, a story that was perhaps connec-
ted with the local myth of the hero's union with Demeter, which, as the
Sacred Marriage in the vegetation—cycle ritual, took place on the island28.

Epimenides is regarded the author of the well-known verse «Cretans
are ever liars, evil beasts, lazy bellies» 29 . It appeared for the first time, in
Callimachus . Hymn to Zeus 80 , and later, in the Christian era, Paul the
Apostle mentioned it in his epistle to Titus 8 i. This verse has become con-
troversial because of questions relating to its origin and/or its context,
and because of the relation between its supposed author and the bad
reputation of the Cretans82.

It is important to consider first the context in which the hexameter
was used. If indeed Epimenides composed the two verses of Callimachus'
poem, he must have agreed with the Cyrenaean poet that Cretans are

77 Ibid.
78 According ro Hyginus (Astron., 2.4), Hermippus has recorded the Cretan myth

of the union of iason and Demeter, as ir is told by the Knossian historian Petellidas.
79 Schol. Lukian. p. 110, 6 Rabe: 6 'Empev18775- Kpr)ç ivxpno-pcaóyos, oh

ical -ró «KpfiTes- del Ilfevo-raí» Aórov.
80 V. 8. The Cretans' bad name was revealed in Greek literature quite early: Homer,

Hymn to Zeus, 123: Herod. 1.2.
81 Paulus, Ep. ad Titum 1.12.
82 A number of interpretations have been offered by modern scholarship dealing

with these questions: See inter alia Sir Arthur EVANS, The Earlier Religion of Greece in the
Light of Cretan Discoveries (Cambridge, 1973) p. 17; J.R. HARRIS, «Sr. Paul and Epimeni-
des» in The Expositor (1912) pp. 384-53; Scholia in Callim. loo. I. 8-9; G.R. MCLENNAN,

Callimachus: Hymn to Zeus, Introduction and Commentary (London, 1975) pp. 35-40;
W.M. RAMSAY, Asianic Elements in Greek Civilization (London, 1928) pp. 20-39; Pan.
CFIRISTOU, 10-ropucá arotxda ve-pi KM7-775-- év 71,1 n-pds- TI TOP élno-roArly» in
Kpqrucá Xpontcá (1950) 281-293; I. STRATEGAKIS, ' I aropía rrjs- Kprfrris. (1967) PP.
414-423; S. SPYRIDAKIS «Zeus is dead: Euhemerus and Crete» in CJ 63, 8 (1968) 337-40;
H. VAN EFFENTERRE, La Créte et k monde grec de Platon á Polybe (1968) pp. 275-312.
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liars because they have buried Zeus 83 . But for Callimachus 84 , no god,
especially the father of gods and men, ever dies or has a tomb. Would
Epimenides share the same religious doctrine with the Greeks of the
mainland? It could not be so. Why would he call his fellow countrymen
liars, then? I shall examine this below.

Epimenides was a priest of Zeus Cretagenes and of his mother
Rhea85 . These two deities are no other than the Great Mother Goddess,
the major Minoan divinity, and her son who, in the Minoan religion,
was also her consort86.

The young Zeus falls in the pattern of the vegetation-god cycle; he
descends to the earth and returns to the upper world every year 87. A sym-
bolic representation of the annual revival of nature in ah its forms and
the continuation of life after the temporary recess during the winter
months of each year is created by men in the image of the young male
god, who, lying with the Great Goddess, generates life anew 88 . The
sacred marriage of the Minoan King with the Queen or the priestess of
the Mother Goddess was an act reminiscent of the young god and the
female deity of fertility.

Following the Donan settlement in Crete in the eleventh and tenth
centuries B.C. cultural interactions occurred between the invaders and
the native population of the island. It was natural, then, that religious
exchanges also took place 89. Greek religious influence on Cretan beliefs
cannot be ignored. The chief god of the Greeks, Zeus, did have an
impact upon the Minoan male deity. Zeus Cretagenes gradually gained
prominence over the Great Mother Goddess without losing, however, his

83 Hymn to Zeus I, v. 8-9.
84 M.P. NILSSON, The Minoan-Mycenaean Religion (2nd ed., N.Y., 1971), p. 554:

«Zeus died annually, but this was in such violent opposition to ah l Greek ideas that it was
neither understood flor thought worth reading».

" FGrH III B 457 T4e: Schol. Clem. 1.1. p. 305,3 Stahlin: lepe-bs- dtós-
Kai 'Péas".

86 wiLLErrs, Cretan Cults and Festivals, p. 251 (about Velchanos, the young male
god in Crete); NILSSON, MMR , p. 401 ; L. R. FARNELL «Cretan influence in Greek Reli-
gion» in S. CASSON's Essays in Aegean Archaelogy (Oxford, 1927) p. 11.

87 NILSSON, MMR, p. 403.
88 Ibid., pp. 403 ff.
89 See FARNELL's article in CASSON's Essays in Aegean Archaelogy ; NILSSON, MMR,

p. 576.
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direct association with the vegetation cult. The persistence of the cult in
Crete is obvious, at least up to the time of Epimenides in the sixth cen-
tury B.C. The inscription bearing Pythagoras' name on Mt. Ida, which
was dedicated by the Greek philosopher to Zeus during the former's ini-
tiation into the god's cult testifies for the continuation of its practice 90 . If
Epimenides, the vjos- Koópns- escorted Pythagoras to Zeus' grotto, the
Cretan priest was apparently involved in the initiation of the Samian phi-
losopher. And the priest of Knossos, an initiate himself in the cult of the
Cretan god91 , must have made known to Pythagoras his belief in a deity
which follows the annual cycle of nature of death and rebirth. But Zeus
is a temporarily buried, not a dead, god 92 . In his article, West explains
why the god has not actually died; he has «`gone to earth' and is now
being called to return to Dicte és. ¿mal/7-61) 93 ». The Hymn itself is the
worshippers' invocation to the Greatest Kouros94.

In an anthropological interpretation Harrison views the Hymn as a
representation, an expression of a ritual, that of tribal initiation 95 . We
could, then, perceive Epimenides as an initiate himself, who, being véos-

Kobp775-, would also initiate others, like Pythagoras, to the cult of the Cre-
tan Zeus.

It is inconceivable, then, for Epimenides, the very attendant and
priest of Zeus, the «new koures», to accept that Zeus was mortal. For,
even if to the initiates the god was dead, the followers of the deity must
have recognized the immortal element in him96. The Cretan Zeus may

90 D.L. Pythagoras 8.3; Porph. V.P., 17.
91 Plut. Sol. 12; Strabo 479; Diog. Laert. I. 115.
92 See M.L. WEST'S «The Dictaean Hymn to the Kouros» in JHS 85 (1965) 149-159.
93 Ibid., p. 156.
94 Ibid.
95 HARRISON, ESGR, pp. 1-29. Concernig initiation ceremonies, the author makes

an analogy between the Cretan Kouretes and the Wiradthuri tribe of New South Wales:
«The Kouretes are Young Men who have been initiated themselves and will initiate
others, will instruct them in tribal duties and tribal dances,... will make away with them
by some pretended death and finally bring them back as new-born, grown youths, full
members of their tribe.» (p. 19).

96 Hymn, v. 17 n-a7:8' pflpoTov; Lact. 1.11: «an empty monument...»; WEST, p.
156: «It is only the tomb that is spoken of, nor the death, which ought to have been the
greater paradox».
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have functioned as a lord of the underworld, a chthonic deity 97, during
bis «absence» from the upper world; but he did not die—a belief that per-
sisted later98.

These doctrines testify for Epimenides' disagreement with Callima-
chus' verses". Furthermore, Epimenides would not have attacked his
fellow Cretans as liars because of the tradition of the Cretan belief in the
vegetation god. How, then, did the reputation of the Cretans as liars
spread? According to Van Effenterre, no good reason exists for these peo-
pie to have had a bad name either in their early history or in later
timesi00.

This reputation of the Cretans seems to have been created out of
caprice by ancient non-Cretans who sought for various reasons to villify
the inhabitants of Minos' island. An historian of Crete illustrates the
case: 191 Callimachus of Cyrene called the Cretans liars because they pre-
sented Zeus as mortal. To the Athenians they were liars for claiming the
birth of the gods on the island of Crete. The Romans and the Romani-
zing Greek writers remained hostile towards the Cretans due to the lat-
ter's resistance to Roman imperialism 102 . Regarding Paul the Apostle, he
was referring only to the Jews of Crete in his epistle to Titus, as Stratega-
kis explains clearly103.

The bad reputation of the Cretans was spread especially in the Helle-
nistic age, when Cretan soldiers fought as individually-recruited merce-
naries for foreign armies 104 . It may be that the Cretans' bad name origina-
ted in the fourth century when their mercenary involvement became fre-
quenti o8 . However, the Cretans who, while serving as mercenaries abroad,

97 WEST, «Dictaean Hymn», p. 158.
98 The date of the inscribed Hymn to Dictaean Zeus at Palaikastro is about the third

century A.D., a proof of the lasting belief in the vegetation deity; also Petellidas' reference
to the vegetation goddess Demeter in the first century B.C.: Hyg. Astr. 2.4.

99 Vv. 8-9.
100 H. VAN EFFENTERRE, CMG, pp. 280 ff.
101	 STRATEGAKIS, ` o-ropla Tíjs- Kp757775., pp. 422 ff.•
102 Polyb. 6.46.
103 ` 1 aropía K1975-nis., pp. 422 ff.
I" Plut. Cleomen. 21.3; Polyb. 5.53.3; Strabo 10.477. See also S. SPYRIDAKIS «Cre-

tans and Neocretans» in CJ 72 (4) (1977) 301.
105 VAN EFFENTERRE, CMG, 281-282.
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would also engage in piratical activities as a result of their avance and
greed, were responsible for the negative image of the Cretans in general.

In an interesting interpretation of the distinction between Cretans
and Neocretans, Spyridakis explains that Neocretans were the Cretans of
pre-Doric origin, who were reduced to serfdom by the Donan conquer-
ors 106 . But those lower classes were advanced to the ranks of citizens in
order to be recruited as mercenaries, since military power was needed by
Cretan city-states in Hellenistic times, when they were involved in
foreign wars l °7. These enfranchised slaves were the apetairoi, of whom
Dosiadas and Sosicrates spoke 108 , and who were responsible for the Cre-
tans' bad reputation.

In contrast to this social group were the Doric Cretans, who, like the
Spartiates, constituted the citizen body, a minority. They were distin-
guished from the Neocretans by their conservatism and simplicity of
life, qualities praised by Plato109.

If, then, practical reasons for denigrating the Cretans do not occur
until well past Epimenides' time, we must look at his hexameter from a
different viewpoint. Jacoby's interpretation of the verse is worth examin-
ing. In his commentaryno he does not refer at all to the Callimachean
context of Zeus' tomb. At first, Jacoby argues that the verse comes from
the Oraclesm . Although this work is considered a pseudepigraphon, (if it
was not, would not Herodotus have mentioned it?) and it must have
been attributed to Epimenides after the fifth century B.C., Jacoby belie-
ves that this verse was written after a similar line in the Hesiodic Theo-
gony: umpé-ves . dypavAot... I 12 ; and he argues that even if such a resem-
blance occurs, the hexameter should actually belong to the Chrismoi,

106 ‹<Cretans...», pp. 299-307.
107 Ibid, p. 305.
108 FGrHIII B 458 and 461 respectiyely.
109 In his Laws the great philosopher exalted the Cretan constitution and considered

it a model for his ideal city: 712 C.
110 FGrHIIIb no. 457, p. 332.
111 Hieron. Comm. in Pauli Ep. ad Tit. VII, p. 606 Migne; Cod. Laur. 184; 'Eutme-

vt5oy	Kéxpti-rat 8¿- Kai	 775 xpOrt...
112 Tb. 26; cf. H. VERBRUGGEN, Le Zeus Crétois (Paris, 1981) p. 63. Verbruggen sees

the similarity in the sense that Hesiod addresses an indifferent public and Epimenides
talks to an audience of rich cultivators.
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since it is closer semantically to the Boeotian poet's Works and Days than ro
his Theogony 113• Jacoby views this similarity in the sense that the speaker of
«Cretans are liars» ought to be a god. For, as men are not divine, they
should be aware of their limitations in understanding and knowing the
truth.

Regarding Epimenides' long sleep, which could be a form of divine
epiphany, it taught him that he should not rely solely on human know-
ledge; for only gods know the truth l 14 and men should be guided by
themii 5 . The verse, then, could be interpreted metaphorically: reference
to Cretans rather than to men in general can make a point better unders-
tood by the Cretan hearer. The emphasis on those supposed characteris-
tics of the Cretans may well be traits of any human; for the aim of the
speaker is to stress ephemeral, selfish, and beastly motives in men's lives,
which keep people away from the truth and from just behavior that can
be achieved through divine instruction.

Apparently, Jacoby places the Chrismoi in didactic literature of which
the Works and Days also forms a part. He is right in this sense, for oracles
in antiquity offered advice to those who sought guidance when they visi-
ted a Manteion at times of indecision or crisis. And the Chrismoi, if attri-

113 JACOBY, Kommentar, p. 322.
114 This ver)' idea is also found in the Hesiodic Theogony, where the Muses talked to

the poet in a similar manner: Th. 25-28.
115 In this context we can appreciate Epimenides' attack against the Delphic Oracle

about the omphalos of the earth (FGrH III B 457 T6). His words Oedis- 815.1os; Ovord-
01 8' dqSavros- make Jacoby's explanation clear. In his work Zeus A.B. COOK accepts
W.H. ROSCHERS views on the ancient Greek conception of the earth «as a flat disk with
a central point called its omphalos or «navel», and the claim by many towns that they
«possessed this all-important centre». v.II, pt. 1 (1965) p. 167. Regarding Epimenides'
denial of Omphalos being at Delphi, he simply referred ro the local legend about the Cre-
tan Omphalos. This, ro the islanders, was not the central point, but the navel of the
infant Zeus, which had fallen to the ground when he was being brought to Crete: COOK,
Zeus, p. 191. Epimenides' reference ro the Cretan Omphalos as «navel» gains credence
through the poet Callimachus (Hymn I, 42 fe and Diodorus (5.80.4) who, as Cook
shows, have utilized the Cretan as a source.
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buted to a religious man, a priest or a rnantis 116, could be part of wisdom
literature.

On the other hand, one should consider the absence of official oracle
centers in Crete. It was generally recognized among the ancients that the
god of KáBapats and lican-uaí was Zeus Katharsios in Cretei17.

_	 --
Would it not be suitable, then, for Epimenides to offer guidance to

those who asked for it? The purification of Athens by the Cretan priest
illustrates the point; the Athenians confronted with the pollution that
was caused by the Kyloneion agos appealed to Epimenides, who establi-
shed order in the city. It is significant to say that through his life the man
stressed the role of the gods' direction of men's lives. Thus, the verse
«Cretans [that is, all men] are ever liars» could be seen as the major tea-

" ching which Epimenides received through a dream during his stay in a
cave 118; a teaching which he tried to transmit ro others, as well.

116 Aristotle clarified Epimenides' role as a prophet: Rhet. 3. 17 p. 1418 a 21: 'Envie-
viaris- 6 Kprís-... írepi Ta, éo-opénou otitc épavrEbero, cit/Uá irépi T(l) yeyo-
vó-row pd-v, ákloni

117 Zeus was also worshipped as a chthonic deity, as mentioned previously; this
particular charasteristic of the god was associated, according to ancient tradition, with
cathartic powers. See Herod. I. 44; Porph. De Abs. IV. 19. 0. KERN, aphicorum Frag-
menta (Berlin, 1964) F183 Ab.; E. RHODE, Porche (London, 1925), pp. 180, 301; M.
SWINDLER, Cretan Elements in the Culis and Ritual of Apollo (Diss. Bryn Mawr, Pennsyl-
vania: The Lord Baltimore Pr., 1913), pp. 48 ff.

118 FGrH III B 457 T4f: 6vapov 8t8doicaÁov.


